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A Design Framework for Carbon Nanotube Ciruits A�xed on DNA OrigamiTiles: Extended AbstratEugen Czeizler∗, Tuomo Lempiäinen, and Pekka OrponenDepartment of Information and Computer Siene, Aalto University, Finland
∗Corresponding author: eugen.zeizler�aalto.fiReent years have witnessed a burst of experimental ativity onerning algorithmi self-assembly of nanostrutures, motivated at least in part by the potential of this approah asa radially new manufaturing tehnology. Our spei� interest is in the self-assembly ofCarbon-Nanotube Field E�et Transistor (CNFET) iruits. One of the presently most reli-able self-assembling, programmable nanostruture arhitetures is DNA origami [7℄. Severalauthors have announed the formation of DNA origami tiles, apable of further assembly intolarger, fully addressable, 1D and 2D sa�olds [2, 4, 6℄. Suh sa�olds make possible the on-strution of highly omplex strutures on top of them [5℄, prospetively inluding nanoiruits.CNFET iruits have been previously introdued on top of addressable DNA latties [1℄.While suh large latties (2�5 µm) are experimentally ahievable, the uniformity of theirstruture as well as the fat that the entire iruit must assemble simultaneously, makes thefuntionalisation of the lattie di�ult. In the present work, we propose a generi frameworkfor the design of CNFET iruits omprising a �universal� set of 14 funtionalised DNAorigami tiles shown in Figure 1. The marks on the tiles indiate the arrangements of theCN's a�xed on the respetive DNA origami; with a proper seletion of �glues� on the tiles,any desired CNFET iruit an be self-assembled from this basis.Figure 1: The 14 tile types and the blanktile, out of whih any CNFET iruit anbe assembled.One advantage of this approah is that it deouples the self-assembly aspets of themanufaturing proess from the transistor iruit design. It also supports e�ient high-levelanalysis of the purported iruits, both by omputer simulations and by analytial means.For instane, all assembly errors an at this level be treated as tiling errors, leading to atransparent design disipline for fault-tolerant arhitetures.We now brie�y outline some of the details of our approah and give a few examples. Thetile types indiated in Figure 1 are: a) p-type and n-type CNFETs, b) straight (horizontal orvertial) CN wires (CNWs), ) orner CNWs, d)-e) 3- and 4-way juntion CNWs, and f) ross-ing but non-interating CNWs. Additionally, when analyzing fault tolerant arhitetures, itis onvenient to introdue also a blank tile (Figure 1 g). In order to design a partiularnanoiruit, one �rst prepares the transistor iruit design using the 14 basis tiles indiated.Then, an optimal number of glues for these tiles is omputed and �nally, appropriate stikyends are designed for the DNA origami tiles. In this abstrat, we onentrate on the iruitdesign aspet; for seleting an optimal number of glues, see e.g. [3℄. In Figure 2 we presentthe designs for a CMOS inverter and NAND gate. The inverter onstitutes a 3× 2 = 6 tile



Figure 2: a) The design out of DNAorigami tiles of a) a CMOS inverter, andb) a CMOS NAND gate.assembly and the NAND gate orrespondingly a 4× 4 = 16 tile assembly.To illustrate how our approah supports the design of fault-tolerant iruit arhitetures,let us assume that the CN ating as gate in a CNFET does not attah to the DNA origami.Then this tile will at as a vertial CNW tile. Similarly, if one metal nanopartile is notattahed to a 3-way juntion CNW tile, depending on its position, we will obtain either aorner CNW tile, or a straight CNW tile. In the worst ase, if the funtionalisation of atile is highly altered, the tile an be onsidered blank. Based on the Quadded Transistor(QT) model [8℄, we have prepared several fault tolerant iruit designs and analyzed theirreliability. For instane, Figure 3 presents tiling designs for a QT transistor struture anda fault-tolerant CNFET CMOS inverter based on this. In both designs, if any one tile isreplaed, the output of the entire devie is still preserved. In a similar way, fault-tolerantdesigns for more ompliated devies suh as CMOS NAND and NOR gates an be ahieved,and their error probabilities estimated. We have also introdued a general algorithm forapproximating the atual error probability of any CNFET iruit assembled in our framework.

Figure 3: a) Implementation of the QT stru-ture. b) A fault tolerant inverter; even if sev-eral tiles have errors, the gate is still giving theorret output.
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